


Historical Background

On August  30,  1940,  the  Second Vienna Award redrew the borders  of Hungary  and 
Romania.  Northern Transylvania was regained by Hungary,  along with its  populationof 2.6 
million. The new borders were guaranteed by Germany and Italy. Both Hungary and Romania 
became more aligned to the Axis Powers. 

During the Invasion of Yugoslavia, both countries granted transit rights to Germany, then 
became full members of the Axis. On June 22, 1941 Operation Barbarossa was launched. Later 
both countries joined the ”Crusade in the East” as the Germans called it. Soon the Battle of  
Stalingrad ended as a decisive defeat not only for Germany, but  also for both Romania and 
Hungary. A full Romanian division starved in the cauldron of Stalingrad, while the Hungarian 
2nd Army (which held a front line of 200 km) lost approx. 200.000 men during the Crisis on 
the  Don.  Both countries  then began making contacts  with the  Allies,  including the  Soviet 
Union. 

As the war dragged on, Hungary was occupied by Germany on March 19, 1944 as per 
Unternehmen Margarethe.  Soon the Soviets reached the present-day border of Romania, and 
on August 23, 1944 they crossed the Prut. Romania begged for a truce. They not only ceased 
hostilities  with the Soviet Union but also joined them to regain lost territories from Hungary. 
The Soviet  4th Ukrainian Front  rapidly reached the  Carpathians and started to  besiege the 
mighty  Árpád Line.  At  the  same time,  Soviet  reinforcements  were  dispatched to  Southern 
Transylvania, where the situation became critical for the Romanian defenders,  as they were 
being attacked by the newly formed Hungarian 2nd Army under General  Lajos Veress.  This 
was the beginning of the battles in Hungary.

Required expansions: Terrain Pack, Eastern Front, Campaign Book 1
Optional expansions: Winter Wars, W/D Board, Air Pack (for badges and hexes)





Campaign Notes
The 'Battlefield - Hungary' campaigns can be played as individual campaigns or they can 

be played together by following the Grand Campaign instructions.

Special Reserve Rolls:

Reserve rolls are carried out as explained in the core campaign rules, except for these special 
rolls:

Allies (Soviet Red Army): 

• Star + Star = Free Air Support Token or any elite unit (or engineer) at no Reserve Token 

cost.

• Star + Flag = Advance any one of your units already deployed on the battlefield at game 

start up to 2 hexes, at no Reserve Token cost.

Axis (Wehrmacht and Hungarian Royal Army):

• Star + Star = Free Air Support Token or any elite unit (or engineer) at no Reserve Token 

cost.

• Star + Flag = Advance any one of your units already deployed on the battlefield at game 

start up to 2 hexes, at no Reserve Token cost.

Grand Campaign Rules

Strategic Reserve Pool
Use the information provided on each Campaign Sheet at the beginning of each Campaign. At
the end of each campaign, discard the Reserve Tokens still in your possession, if any.

Grand Campaign Progression
Play the different 'Battlefield - Hungary' campaigns in this order:

1 - Transylvania
2 - The Plains
3 - Budapest
4 - Western Hungary



Victory
Determine the Victory Level (see campaign rules) for each of the 'Battlefield - Hungary' 
campaigns in the usual way. Victory in a campaign is worth Grand Campaign Points as follows:

• Campaign Tie - 0 pt.
• Minor Victory - 1 pt.
• Major Victory - 2 pts.
• Decisive Victory - 3 pts.

Once all four campaigns are completed, add up all the Grand Campaign points. 

Grand Campaign Scores

Campaigns Allies Axis
Victory Points Grand Campaign 

Points Victory Points Grand Campaign 
Points

Transylvania
The Plains
Budapest
Western 
Hungary

Results:

The Player with the most Grand Campaign Points wins the Grand Campaign. If both players are tied, 
the player with the most Victory Points wins.

Air Rules

Air Rules are not in effect. Remove all Air Sortie cards from the deck.


